
Higgledy-Piggledy 
By Wendy Wright 

French Barbecue 
Chapter Ten  

 They've been swimming for miles along the lanternfish path just like 
the mermaids instructed—past the towering office buildings, beside quaint 
little shops, around the clusters of kiddo creatures gathered to play—gangs 
of fishy kids playing smack in the middle of the seaweed swimway: button-
baby fishies, pocket-sized octopuses, mini-flippity stingrays, eensy lobsters, 
teensy squiggly things Dilbert can't even name. Though Dilbert and Atlas'  
journey hasn't been completely smooth thus far, it has been surprising and 
not at all boring. All this life, all these going-ons beneath the sea! Who 
knew? The skyscrapers, the hotels, the shops…If their travels thus far were 
a color, it would be a deep purple sprinkled with red glitter, pinprick dots of 
flashing red light on top a mysterious purple-blue. And the sparkling bits of 
red wouldn't be the luminous pearlized buildings or the twirl, pointy snail-
shell shops they've seen; it'd be the tiny kiddos, the corn-kernels-in-a-
frying-pan pop of kiddie creatures they've got entangled with, all tied up 
and jumbled, mixed plop in the center of their games .
 Dilbert and Atlas have had to swim-hop through and over seaweed 
jump ropes; they've been forced into a game of seafloor hopscotch, for 
which Atlas kindly agreed to be Dilbert's game marker; they even had to 
perform a dance in a dance-off—had to—the rugrats wouldn't let them pass 
until they did. The munchkins encircled them and demanded that one of 
them dance—"Hip hop or be bopped," is how one slugger put it. Well, Atlas 
felt it was Dilbert's turn to take the lead on this one seeing how he'd been 
bounced enough in that game of hopscotch, but Dilbert was stubborn in 
that detectives don't dance. So, the two ended up arguing: chase-zapping 
each other, ping-pushing each other center stage. Their ridiculous 
argument was so ridiculous the kid-crowd thought it was their crazy dance. 
They were glad to get past that group. Last thing they did was dodge a 
bunch of daredevil skateboarders,  tough-looking fish who rode their shell-
boards as if they were magic carpets. Those scabby-scaled skateboarders 
liked using the swimway's glowing lanternfish as their obstacle course.They 
didn't bat a fin when the jabby points of their shell-boards came whisker-
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close to probing the inside of one of those fishy lanterns.  Those poor little 
lanterns were terrified; they shook so much  the whole street was flickering 
on and off.
 But now, now that they've reached the financial district of the city, now 
the swimway seems clear and free of any tough kiddo.
 "Whoa…" Atlas' eyes grew saucer wide. 
 "Yea, look at that," Dilbert whispers, his eyes expanded too.
 Straight in front of them where the street splits right and left is the 
tallest, widest, and shiniest building they've ever seen, Sand Dollar City 
Bank. Its sea-glass windows blink at their own sparkle, 16 stories of 
blinking brightness.
 The two travelers cease paddling; they drop and float. And they stare, 
soggy limbs hanging helplessly, bodies limp like hot spaghetti noodles. 
They've never seen anything so… so… so rich looking.  Everything about 
this bank screams wealth, wealth and lots of money, lots and lots of shiny, 
smooth, shop-loving sand dollars, oodles of everything rich.
 "Think of all the gourmet cuisine dog chews a dog could 
buy…"Dilbert's whisper sounds both close and far away, the sound being 
close but the dream far, far away.
 "Yea," is all Atlas manages, nothing moving but his lips, everything 
else stuck in stare mode.
  Behind the tall, tall electric-eel gateway are perfectly manicured beds 
of seagrass  stretching outward as if they are the bank's arms. Red, purple, 
and yellow sea anemones line each seaweed path, making the bank’s 
surrounding grounds look more like a park than a business. And in the 
center of the bank's swimway is a coral garden encircling a massive 
blowhole fountain— a geyser of glinting bubbles burst from the fountain's 
top and then umbrella downward, the soft, frothy bubbles lightly falling, 
almost in slow motion, the way a bowl of fairy wings might fall. But when 
the bubbles hit the fountain's base, they transform, clinking into mountains 
of shimmering sand dollars. The sand dollars are so ablaze with luster, they 
look too hot to touch. But then, they disappear. One moment they are there, 
the next there's a swoosh and they're gone. Dilbert notices the bank's 
windows jiggle and blink each time this happens, almost like the building's 
slurping up the sand dollars. It’s a beautiful bank, simply beautiful. 
 "Do you think…" Atlas turns to Dilbert, his skinny-stick frame looking 
skinnier by the minute, "Do you think they might have a dog chew or two 
that we could…" Atlas doesn't finish but sucks in his lips, like it hurts too 
much to say it. It's a doggy-cone-collar-small feeling, a painful 
embarrassment of self.
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 Dilbert feels it too; he looks at the tall, gleaming building. He looks at 
his soggy droopy skin rolls. He looks at Atlas' snap-ready wishbone frame, 
his poofy hair now flattened and stringy. He looks at the officers guarding 
the entrance, the Squid Squad officers with their knife-serious expressions. 
His mind looks and his body shrinks. At least it feels like it does.
 "I don't think we should try to…" Dilbert doesn't finish his sentence, 
but Atlas knows what he means. 
 Both of them, at the same time, they both put their paw to their gut, 
trying to comfort the ache from the empty they feel inside. Rubbing their 
stomachs, they peer at the guards, the guards with their bash and dance 
glare, with their stiff black uniforms, with their eight batons, one for each of 
their eight arms. The Squid Squadders look like the sound of screeching 
trumpets. The sight fills the two dog-sogs with chunks of metal, a sensation 
not all that comfortable to say the least.  They especially sense their non-
belongingness when they see the bank customers pull up in their fancy 
seahorse carriages. The worn and hungry dogs watch as the butler frogfish 
greets the affluent customers, offering them appetizers from Crabby’s Cafe.
 Poor Dilbert; poor Atlas. They could melt.
 "Maybe if we ask nicely," Atlas looks at Dilbert, sadness filling his 
eyes.
 Dilbert sags in response. And so they both stand there watching all 
this fanciness from afar—Dilbert with his now waterlogged rolls of puckery 
skin rolls, which having lost their normally tight bounce, are currently 
sagging elsewhere on his body, hanging in all the wrong places: places like 
around his ankles and along his bottom. Rather than a hound dog, he looks 
more like an over-cooked Oscar Mayer hot dog. Not a pretty sight. And 
Atlas with his no-puff hairdo and frightful skeletal frame, well, let’s just say 
he won’t win any beauty awards right now. Yes, the dogs would have loved 
to explore the park-like bank, but they know how to read an "Unwelcome" 
sign. Until they don't.
 "Hey, where you going!" Atlas whispers, loudly, as Dilbert begins to 
slink forward, his hound dog heart thumping with want. He paddles forward. 
The gate's eel bars glare sparks at him. He paddles a little more. The eel 
bars hiss. He jets past. 
YAR-A-YAR-A-YAR-A-YAR-A!!!!  A siren is activated. Dilbert ducks behind a 
garden bush. Too bad it isn't a bush but a squiggly, fish creature thing that 
darts away. Now his heart is really thumping!
 "Dilbert, nooo!" Atlas wails.
 The officers are storming toward him. Their swift attack swirls a 
tornado of bubbles. And Dilbert tries and opens the front door?
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  Yes. He does. Despite his detective mind, regardless of his keen 
sense of logic, notwithstanding his built-in radar system—Dilbert actually 
lunges for the front door. And of course, the mob of uniformed officers, 
officers who look like they eat rifles for breakfast, of course they hurl 
themselves at him, at Dilbert, the one sad, saggy, sog of a hound. All Atlas 
can do is cover his eyes, cover his eyes, duck his head into his chest, and 
pray everything's happy and shiny when he looks up.
 But when he looks up all he sees is a cloud of ink. 
 "Where is he? Where's Dilbert?!" Atlas is jumping up and down, 
twisting left and right, looking for his pal, his mouth opened wide and 
turning inside out. Dilbert needs help! What should Atlas do? But before he 
launches any rescue, the inky cloud drifts aside and there is Dilbert, 
standing there helplessly, his limbs stretched upward in surrender. One 
Squid Squadder is stamping his hound dog body with ink.
 "And stay out!" Holler the officers as they sling Dilbert outside the 
gates.
  Atlas rushes forward and gives Dilbert a squeezing hug. "You Ok?"
 Dilbert just nods and looks down at his chest. Black inky words are 
stamped all over it: weirdo, odd, freak.
 "It'll wash off," Atlas whispers.
 Dilbert nods, saying nothing. Not to Atlas, but his mind has a few 
words with himself. Mean, he thinks the word. And unfair, that word too. 
 Can he help it that he was born a dog and not a squid? Besides, he 
likes being a dog.  A squid can't curl up on Mr. Fieldjoy's feet, not very 
easily anyway.
 The two soggy travelers are very quiet as they swim away; they're 
quiet for quite a while actually. And with time, the force of water begins to 
wash Dilbert's stamp marks away. Now if they only could wash out of 
Dilbert's mind. 
 The quietness is long and stringy for some time. Gradually the 
scenery changes.
 "Coral Cove Park," Atlas reads the sign overhead. "Want to take a 
break?"
 Dilbert doesn't answer. His inky stamps have lightened, but they're 
still there. The dogs eyeball the place before entering.
 "Hey, it'll be alright," Atlas chirps, pointing to the creatures inside the 
park.
Dilbert pokes his snout through the entrance. Inside, there are plenty of 
other sea creatures wearing their own inky designs. In fact, there are all 
types of "unusual" here: seaweed-thin creatures that look ready to snap, 
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balloon-big creatures that are nearly too puffy to fit through the gate, 
creatures with limbs, creatures with no limbs and only mouths, creatures 
with hooks already dangling from their lips. Here, no one bats an eye, 
swishes a fin, or sprays any ink at the sight of Dilbert and Atlas.
 
 But now I’m worried. The whole point of this journey is to reach 
Higgledy Piggledy Island and get the glupetonium before those FBI agents. 
You know the ones—they call themselves scientists—the mermaids call 
them pirates—agents, scientists, pirates—whatever you call them, Dilbert 
and Atlas must get to Higgledy Piggledy before they do. If Dilbert and Atlas 
are spending all this time exploring, how will they ever be able to say 
“mission accomplished” like a true secret agent does? They’re going to 
need to swim much faster.
 Standing there at the gate, seeing creatures crunch into their treats of 
salty this and that. Dilbert gets ready to say, "Let's go" when a fishy kiddo 
drops his plate of food near the gate. Of course Dilbert and Atlas help the 
janitor clean it up. It's nice to be helpful sometimes.  So, after all that 
janitorial work they've done for the park, they don’t feel the need to visit the 
place. Not today. They decide to swim ahead. Fast. As fast as their limbs 
will paddle. They've got to make up for lost time. And deflate the balloon in 
their gut. After some time…

 “How are you, Atlas? Do your limbs ache?” Dilbert looks over his 
shoulder to ask the tiny poodle swimming behind him.
 Atlas looks like a gerbil in an exercise wheel. His little legs are 
pumping and pumping, but he’s hardly going anywhere. He pumps four 
times for every one of Dilbert’s. 
 “No problem!” Atlas hollers back, keeping his snout pointed straight 
ahead. He looks so determined—if he had eyebrows, they’d be furrowed. 
And certainly, if he had a jet ski, he would ride it. But he does not, so he 
pumps those skinny twigs of his that he calls legs. He pumps and pumps.
 Dilbert spies a hotel up ahead. Hovering above its oyster-shell roof is 
a sign that flashes its name in bright red letters: Seahorse Hotel. Dilbert 
doesn’t need any of his secret spy gear to detect this sign (good thing, 
since most of it fell out of his water-loosened skin rolls). The sign flashes on 
and off. On closer account, Dilbert realizes that the letters are actually coral 
polyps that keep popping in and out of their exoskeletons, twisting into 
letter shapes when they emerge. Dilbert grimaces, imagining how badly the 
tiny poodle must want to rest.
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 Atlas might fit into one of the larger rooms at the hotel; I don’t need a 
bed to rest, Dilbert thinks.
 “How about a short break?” Dilbert hollers over his shoulder at Atlas.
 But when he looks at Atlas, he sees that the tiny dog’s legs are 
pumping so speedily now that they have become a blur; as his paws cut 
through the water, four jet streams shoot out from each paw. Atlas is nearly 
engulfed in a frothy storm of bubbles, created by his swift and determined 
pumping. Inspired and re-energized, Dilbert looks straight ahead and 
pumps a little harder. The dogs swim right past the hotel vacancy sign.
 Before long, the seaweed road leads them close to a gleaming, 
silvery building called Swordfish Fencing Club. Swordfish are everywhere. 
They swish in and out of the building; they do nose stands on the club’s 
rooftop; they compete on the club’s athletic field, catapulting seaweed balls 
with their noses. Must be a really popular destination; the club is packed. 
Here and there outside the club, swordfish mingle and chat in clusters. One 
group of swordfish is barbecuing—actually they’re shish-kebabbing. Dilbert 
sees a long line of swordfish shuffling forward toward a picnic table. One by 
one the swordfish reach the table and lean in, allowing the cook to slide 
succulent goodies onto their skewer-like noses. Looking past the picnic 
table, Dilbert sees the swordfish holding their shish-kebabbed noses over a 
mound of glowing lanternfish. Every once in a while, a swordfish will toss 
an electric eel into the “fire” to fuel the heat. The eels roll with pleasure; 
they adore the sparks. Not too far from the barbecue, a group of baby 
swordfish play catch. Their parents hurl sea sponges into the air; they 
laugh as they watch their babies battle to snag the sponge with their sharp 
blades. Every now and then, the babies break out into a game of tag—not 
a good idea when your nose is a sword. Someone always needs 
comforting. Kelp bandages are kept close by. 
 Dilbert wonders if Atlas is catching all the swordfish activity: “Atlas, do 
you see the swordfish barbec...” His words are sliced off.
 “En garde, you peculiar predator!” a swordfish proclaims in a fake 
French accent; he swishes to the middle of the road, blocking the dogs’ 
path.
 The aggressive fish aims his sharp nose at Dilbert, his beady eyes 
intensely staring at him through his sea-fan fencing mask.
 “What?” Dilbert jolts and Atlas skids to a stop, sending a cloud of 
bubbles that envelops Dilbert. “No,” Dilbert says, batting away the bubbles 
to see his swordfish opponent. “I’m not wanting to fight. No sword, see?” 
Dilbert says, holding out his empty paws and forcing a smile.
 Atlas mimics Dilbert and holds his tiny paws out too.
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 “Prepare to battle, trespasser!” the swordfish declares.
 Perhaps swordfish do not hear well, Dilbert thinks.
 He tries again, “Listen, Sir Swordfish...”
 “I am Pierre Pepto, the fabulous fencer!” Sir Swordfish says, standing 
upright to puff out his chest and hold his pointy nose high in the air, one fin 
proudly lifted, the other bent to his side.
 Dilbert tries not to quiver.

***************************************************** 

 “You have said another inaccurate statement.”
 I was wondering when you would show up, Dilbert.
 “Yes, I have been detained.”
 You were being trained—as in toilet trained?
 “I said detained, as in delayed, hindered, and postponed. 
Consuming a 20 lb. bag of dog chews does weigh one down.
 I can imagine.
 “This is obvious—you clearly imagined my need to quiver. 
Detectives such as myself laugh in the face of danger—especially 
when their opponent’s name is Pepto.”
 So you were not stifling a quiver; you were stifling a laugh?
 “Indeed.”
 Did the name Pepto foster thoughts of Pepto Bismol, the pink 
medicine?
 “It did indeed. Mr. Fieldjoy often drinks this when he mentions 
having the runs—although this has often befuddled me. He does not 
run much during this time; he hunches over and wobbles.”
 Perhaps this is more than we need to know, Dilbert.
 I see. Speaking of Pepto Bismol—got to run.
 Dilbert, are you alright?
 Fine.
 Why are you holding your stomach? Would another dog chew 
make you feel better?
 20 lbs. is plenty—must go.
 Why are you wobbling, Dilbert? 

***************************************************** 
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 Let’s see, we were in the midst of a Pepto ambush. While Dilbert 
takes care of business, we will proceed with the story. Dilbert is currently 
trying to talk his way out of a sword fight.
 “As I was saying, Pierre Sir... we really do not want to...”Dilbert isn’t 
allowed to finish. I’m afraid Pierre Pepto has too much pep for his own 
good; he just doesn’t hear Dilbert’s peaceful protest. 
 “En garde, intruder!” Pierre Pepto shouts, cutting off Dilbert’s 
explanation.
 The swordfish swishes through the water to face Dilbert. He whips his 
sharp nose, clipping Dilbert’s front claws. 
 “Hey, knock it off—you-you-you Pierre Poopyhead!” Dilbert’s voice (is 
the coast clear of Dilbert?) his voice quivers.
 “I do not know this Poopyhead. My name is Pierre Pepto, the 
fabulous...”
 “Yea yea, I know—the fabulous fencer. You should know, Pepto; it’s 
rude to do that to others,’ Dilbert complains; Atlas defiantly shakes his head 
up and down in agreement.
 Suddenly, SWISH—Whack! This time Pierre gets Dilbert’s whiskers, 
slicing off a few tips. When Pierre’s sharp nose comes down, it hits some 
stony coral and slices it in two as if it were seaweed. This isn’t funny 
anymore. Dilbert has a keen nose with advanced smelling mechanisms, but 
this guy’s nose is ridiculous.
 “Fight, you coward!” the freaky fencer commands.
 Dilbert tries not to panic. But what the French fenceroo is he to do?  
Slash... “Take that!” Pepto shouts, aiming at Dilbert’s side.
 Luckily, Dilbert has watched Mrs. Fieldjoy do her belly dancing 
exercise video: Belly Dance the Pounds Away. Mrs. Fieldjoy doesn’t know 
Dilbert stands outside her window, practicing his dance moves along with 
her. So, just as the sword is about to cut into Dilbert’s side, Dilbert’s rib 
cage swings to the left. 
 “And that!” Pepto swings his nose the other way. Dilbert’s ribcage 
jerks the other direction. 
 SLASH! Jerk Left. SLASH! Jerk right. SLASH! Jerk left, right; left, 
right—suddenly the song “Banadeek Ta’ ala” is activated in Dilbert’s mind— 
the cymbals and flutes fill his head. He’s become a Bollywood dancer, 
swinging his hips and rolling his ribcage to the belly dancing music. What 
Pierre Poopyhead doesn’t know is that Dilbert doesn’t just know how to 
dance, he actually has an addiction to this song. Every time Mrs. Fieldjoy 
plays this song, Dilbert can’t help it; he wraps the cowbells around his 
waist, and the music takes over. He even practices in his doghouse when 
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no one is looking. What I’m trying to say is he’s a surprisingly good belly 
dancer.
 “Stand still and fight, you coward!” Pepto commands.
 But Dilbert is transfixed; he hears nothing but his song. SLASH! 
Dilbert lifts and drops his hip; he shimmies side to side; he shimmies in a 
circle—Pierre misses each time.
 Meanwhile, Atlas scans the area, looking for an answer. He knows 
Dilbert cannot keep this up forever. Not far from him is a long pole floating 
in the water. It must be nearly eight feet long and has a knob at one end. 
While Dilbert performs the belly-dancing routine of his life, Atlas dives over 
and grabs the pole. 
 “No one hurts my pal!” Atlas shouts.
 And then a nearly magical thing happens—lightning energy surges 
through his skeletal body—pop, pop, pop—muscle after muscle bulges 
from his limbs. Atlas leans back and once again, for the second time in his 
life...
 “Geronimo!” he woof-yells, hurling the pole as if it were a javelin and 
he were a knight.
 It flies through the air; it flies; it flies; it flies—right over their heads.
 “Take this!” Pierre thrusts his nose again at Dilbert. 
 Atlas sees only that pole. He plunges in its direction, whipping his 
legs through the water like an egg beater. He’s got to get it; it’s the only 
thing he knows to do.
 By now, Dilbert is getting the hang of this dance; as long as he hears 
the cymbals, the drums, the accordions, the flutes, his belly and rib cage 
expertly glide away from Pierre’s sword. Dilbert is so into the music, he’s 
holding his front paws over his helmet and moving them Egyptian-style 
while his hips shimmy away from each slash. 
 The belly-dancing dog begins shaking his left hip up and down—up, 
down, up—Ouch! A cramp. The music stops. Bollywood is so very far away.
 “You will not escape Pierre Pepto!” the lunatic swordfish proclaims, 
his fin held high.
 Dilbert holds his hip and tries to make it move. Creak, the hip rebels. 
Pierre is coming at him again. Dilbert desperately pries a sea sponge from 
the road and frantically hurls it at Pierre. It catches the end of Pierre’s 
sword. He throws another and another.

 Pierre’s struggle to remove the sponges buys just enough time for 
Atlas to yell, “Grab the pole!” 
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 “The what?” Dilbert is hunched over, his paw is grasping his achy hip, 
but he turns slightly toward Atlas who is behind him.
 “The POLE!” Atlas shouts, hurling it to him.
 This time when Pierre cries, “En garde, creature!” Dilbert is ready and 
shouts, “Unguard yourself, you lunatic!”
 Dilbert thrusts his pretend javelin outward, whacking Pierre’s sword 
away. But Pierre is really happy now—now it’s a real fight. Dilbert prepares 
to swing his pole again when—Huh? The thing is wiggling in Dilbert’s hand. 
Suddenly, the knob at the opposite end curves around so that it's right in 
Dilbert’s face. HISSSSS... That’s no knob—that’s a head! 
 “I’m holding a live eel!” Dilbert cries.
 “Use your scroll!”
 “What?!”
 “Protect your paw with the scroll!” Atlas shouts.
 Oh, Atlas—Atlas, the tiny dog filled with shrewdness but doesn’t even 
know it.
 Dilbert obediently grabs his scroll, one of the few things still within his 
skin pocket. Immediately and magically, the scroll turns into a plastic glove. 
Dilbert plunges his paw into the glove, blocking the electricity. 
 Meanwhile, Atlas—who grabbed an armful of seaweed after throwing 
Dilbert the pole—becomes a living jet ski. The stream of bubbles blind 
Pierre for a second. And in that second, Atlas jets over and dumps the 
seaweed strands over Pierre’s head.
 While this is happening, Dilbert is still figuring out that new electric 
weapon of his. He whips it forcefully, straightening it out again. Shocked, 
the eel stiffens. Lightning bolts are zipping through its body. It’s glowing 
blue, then red, then silver, then blue again.
 “OK, You wood-headed fencer, try battling this electric fence!” Dilbert 
declares.
 Dilbert feels a slight vibration through his gloved paw, but his paw 
remains safe.
 “Take that!” Dilbert copies Pierre. “And this!” he cuts through the 
water with his weapon. The blunt side of Pierre Poopyhead’s nose bangs 
into Dilbert’s electric eel.
ZZZZZZzzzzzzzzzzz... SSSSSSSiiiiizzzzzle... Pierre gets a taste of his own 
medicine. His sword-like nose is glowing a rainbow of colors. 

***************************************************** 

 “I wouldn’t describe it as a rainbow of colors.”
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 Hello Dilbert—feeling better?
 “For the moment.”
 How would you describe the colors of Pierre’s nose?
 “More like a bonfire.”
 Did he live to straighten out his behavior?
 “I used my plastic-covered paw to wipe the electric eel residue 
from his nose.”
 Did it work; did Pierre Pepto Poopy survive?
 “I believe so; I heard he was hired to be the light at Lobster 
Lighthouse.”
 “Hmmm...”
 Something wrong?
 “Speaking of Pepto Poopy...”
 Got to run?
 “Indeed.”

*****************************************************
 
 Thank goodness for mermaid magic and large scrolls. As Dilbert goes 
to tuck his plastic glove back into its roly-poly storage unit, he sees that it is 
no longer a plastic glove. Once again, it is a seaweed scroll. Plastic doesn’t 
belong in the sea.
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